**PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMS**

**ENVIRONMENTAL and WORKPLACE NOISE MANAGEMENT**

*Acoustar* is a registered training organisation providing structured training programs. Unique amongst registered training organisations we provide mentored, practical competency based training programs in noise monitoring, evaluation and risk management for supervisors and professionals.

Competency is a combination of work practice and knowledge. Every job requires a specific set of knowledge and skills and this varies depending on the type and complexity of the job. Our programs are designed for environmental and workplace noise management (personal exposure); noise management in work-recreation-relaxation areas; measuring and evaluating noise emissions; planning the workplace, plant and equipment to minimise noise; noise compliance testing and audits.

Our training program MSS027008 ‘Coordinate Noise Management Activities’ is offered with a Statement of Attainment:

- For Professionals – Regulators at Graduate Certificate level.

*Plate 1* illustrates the noise interactions and risk management involving:

- Industry and construction noise
- Design of spaces - amenity
- Entertainment noise
- Manufacturing noise monitoring
- Office (workplace) noise exposure
- Personal noise exposure
- Residential amenity
- Transportation noise
- Vibration monitoring

Our training is designed for field staff, site coordinators, Health & Safety Representatives, managers and senior personnel employed by enterprises/unions/regulatory authorities in a wide range of industry sectors, such as: building and construction; manufacturing; residential building design and certification; regulatory compliance. We also assist people needing ‘return to industry’ field work.

**We train confident, competent personnel**

Full details of our Courses and Fees Policy are provided on the Acoustar website: www.acoustar.qld.edu.au

Contact us now at

email: admin@acoustar.qld.edu.au

phone: Brisbane (7) 3355 9707